VSL taken delivery of ST Ground Support
VSL Equipment Sdn Bhd, a new jointly owned
company based in Penang, Malaysia, had just taken
delivery of the Prolyte ST ground support in April
2008. Starting with 6 ST towers with over 72m of
S52SV heavy duty square truss, and 16 units of
Prolyft 1000kg hoists, VSL Equipment is keen to
add on more Prolyte products and ultimately owns
a ST 20mX14m roof system plus soundwings.
VSL Equipment Sdn Bhd is indeed formulated by
three of the most experienced veterans in the show
businesses: Mr. HS Lim of Lim Photo, Mr. Khoo
of PSG Equipment and Mr. Seah Ch’ng of Show
Gear Production. The “dream-team” formation,
together with their respective field of expertise, is
pretty much able to cover comprehensively all the
requirement of an event.
“We wanted to provide quality one-stop solution to
our customers, from rigging gears, stage and props
building, banner and poster printing, sound and
lighting equipment, all the way to post production
products like video and photo editing” said Mr.
Lim.

Mr. Seah Ch’ng, the Technical Director who is
responsible to rigging, sound and light equipment
further commented “Our team had experiences
building roof system of various brands but we
were not particularly pleased with the quality and
the safety standard. Given the opportunity to
acquire a completely new set of roof system with
high safety standard, we did not hesitate to regard
Prolyte as our first choice.”
VSL used the Prolyte ground support and its
existing inventory to build up a 12mX10m roof
system for a singing contest at Auto City,
Butterworth, Malaysia for its maiden showcase.
We were amazed with the speed of building up
and the stiffness of the grid, “We consider this
show as an opportunity to try out the newly
acquired Prolyte products. My partners are convinced that we had made the right choice and we
already started the discussion of getting more
truss and accessories in the near future.” Seah
Ch’ng concluded with satisfaction and
excitement
The dream team: Mr. Seah Ch’ng, Mr. HS Lim and
Mr. Khoo (from left to right)

